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INTRODUCTION
1.



Singapore is one of most innovative economy in the world
Global Innovation Rankings of 2019

Source : IESE 2019, Innovation Cities 2019, World Economic Forum 2019

- Singapore is ranked as the 3rd most innovative 
economy in the world.

- The key pillars of the city are :
- Strong public-private-universities 

partnerships
- A government committed to innovation
- An innovative startup ecosystem

- It is often said that “ technology triumphs over 
politics”



Singapore hub position gives access to a new market of 600M 
inhabitants

Panorama innovation & e-commerce SEA

Map of the region



Singapore is one of the most dynamic Ecosystem

Panorama innovation & e-commerce SEA

Comparison of global ecosystems dynamics



In 2016, the world’s first 
public service for 
autonomous driving was 
launched in Singapore 
with nuTonomy.

Autonomous taxis

Singapore is one of the first 
city to ally humans and 
robots for improved medical 
services in  hospitals. 
Including delivery robots, 
pills-picking, or isolation 
control robots. 

Smart Hospitals

Singapore introduced the first 
commercial vertical farm in 
2012, with the ability  to 
produce 1 ton of vegetables 
per day. With 10% of locally 
grown food in 2020, 
Singapore aims at becoming 
more self-reliant to produce 
30% by 2030.

Vertical Farming

As of 2020, the city has 
the fastest fixed 
broadband speed of the 
world with an average of 
180Mbps.

Fibre Speed

Singapore leverages on technology to solve problems
Examples of existing innovative solutions
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Despite 75% of the population 
being of chinese ethnicity, the 
culture remains highly westernized 
with influences from the British and 
Americans

English as an official 
language

The city relies on the same 
platforms as the west (Google, 
Facebook, Amazon…) unlike 
China which completely bans the 
platforms

The GAFA over the BATX

Singapore’s usages are more similar to the West than to China
Criterias of comparison



New Retail in Singapore : Technology and Machine learning for 
customized shopping experiences
Examples of Innovative Malls

Funan Mall NomadX
CapitaLand multi-concept space includes a 47,000 sqm mall 
with integrates facial recognition tools for personalized 
shopping experience, offline to online stores, a cycling path, an 
urban farm co-living and co-working spaces.

CapitaLand “phygital” mall offers retailers temporary spaces to 
physically expose their online collections. With machine 
learning and facial recognition and gamification tools, 
customers follow a  recommended path throughout the stores 
based on their preferences for a personalized shopping 
experience.



New Retail in Singapore : Holistique supermarkets with a social 
factor for a longer shopping experience
Examples of Innovative Supermarkets

Habitat by Honestbee Mahota Commune
A half restaurant, half-supermarket store that uses technology 
for a cashierless experience with an automated packing 
system. Habitat is the concept of Honestbee, a grocery delivery 
platform that went bankrupt in 2020 with a 230$ million debt 
and a lack of investors. The Habitat store however remained 
open. 

Mahota Commune is a 2,000 sqm all-in-one health concept 
store, that integrates a restaurant, medical services, sport, 
education and shopping in the same space. With a strong 
emphasises on community and social, Mahota also promotes 
local production with floating farms.



The emergence of Live-streaming in 2019
Facebook Live option on SG Buy/Sell Group

Sellers present their products in 
live, answer questions of potential 
buyers and make special discounts 
to encourage an immediate 
purchase. 

The trend is originally from China, 
and was brought to the region via 
e-commerce brands on the Singles 
Day (Lazada, Alibaba).

The trend emerged in Singapore via 
e-commerce enabler (Shopee), social 
medias (facebook), mostly for events, 
games and now retail.

Live sale of condiments Live sale of fish



Getting closer to the dream of a cashless Smart Nation
Acceleration of the transition towards digital payments 

Acceleration of digital payment
Reduction of cash transactions by 5% yearly  since 2017 ; 
-11% between January and March 2020. 

2x more transactions via PayNow (instant payment by mobile phone number) : 
34.4 millions transactions in 4 months 

5x more transactions via PayNow Corporate (received by organisations) : 3 
millions transactions in 4 months

3x more bank accounts opened in April
Noticing migrant workers couldn’t receive their 
salary after the lockdown, the government forced 
their employers to pay salaries electronically. 
They can now use the bank mobile apps to 
operate various transactions, including the 
remittance transfers. 



How did Singapore react to 
outbreak?

2.



Singapore was hit by several waves of infection of the covid-19
Evolution of the infected cases

New cases per day in Singapore from March to May

- Mid-February: 1st waves from 
Chinese nationals who travelled 
from Wuhan (40 cases/day)

- Mid-March: 2nd Waves from 
imported cases flying back to 
Singapore (60 cases/day)

- Mid-April : 3rd waves that touched 
immigrants workers living in 
clustered dorms (700 new 
cases/day)



a. Singapore 
demonstrates agility 
with the launch of 
new technologies



The use of technology to avoid infection among the population
Examples of robots launches

The XDBOT robot helps 
workers with the chore of 
disinfecting restaurants 
and public places. A 
prototype has been set for a 
local university and 
additional robots will be 
developed for hospitals.

Disinfecting Robot

The robot has been launched 
in hospitals to inspect 
infected patient remotely. A 
second version is in 
development, that will be 
able to speak to the patient 
in 4 different languages.

BeamPro Robot

A four leg robot has been 
launched in the 2nd month of 
partial lockdown to help 
maintain social distancing 
in parks. Equipped with 
cameras, it assesses the 
number of people into parks 
without collecting personal 
data.

Dog Robots

The autonomous robot uses 
sensors and ultraviolet-C 
light to eliminate virus DNA 
in the environment around. 
200 robots will be deployed 
in malls, transports and 
healthcare centers of the city 
starting May.

UV SunBots



Singapore Contact Tracing App is still not efficient 1 month after its 
launch due to a lack of downloads
TraceTogether

- Singapore launched the app as 
soon as March 20th when the 2nd 
wave of the outbreak started.

- Despite 1.4 million users as of 
29.04 (1/5th of the population), in 
any encounter there is only a 4% 
chance that both individuals will 
have the app.

- The apps uses short Bluetooth 
signals between smartphones, 
anonymized IDs, and does not 
collect geolocalization data.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buj8ZTRtJes


SafeEntry : A more effective solution contact tracing to identify 
clusters

- Launched in early May, the app is used to 
check-in and out of businesses.

- As of May 9th it was adopted by 16,000 venues 
(offices, taxis, factories, schools, hairdressers, 
supermarkets, malls...) and it will be required by 
re-opening businesses during the “easing” of the 
Circuit Breaker.

OR The individual scans a QR code at the shop 
entry and fill sin details to get a entry passIndividuals without a smartphone (elderly, 

children) give their IDs which are scanned at the 
entry of the venue

Alternative Contact Tracing System



b.  Le gouvernement 
accompagne la transition 

digitale



Seniors are the most reticent to respecting the Circuit Breaker 
measures
Measures taken by the government 

- Singaporean Seniors are used to spend their 
time outdoor in local cafes or HDB’s common 
areas with their peers

- Many of the 3,000 people fined due to conflicts 
with Circuit Breaker officers were of the elderly

- Their main reasons lie in a lack of social 
contact, less tech-savvy skills (to order food 
online or use apps), and a difficulty to change 
their habits

- The government encourages Tech support 
(live-streaming) for shopping solutions, 
deployed social workers to explain them the 
need to respect measures, and classes online 
to teach them about technology

Seniors seating in restricted common areas
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Singapore financially supports the online transition of retailers

Enterprise Singapore launched an E-commerce 
Package Booster to help SMEs in their online 
transition.

In partnerships with the 4 local e-commerce  actors, 
90% of the launching costs, promotion 
campaigns, advisory (capped at $9,000) will be 
waived for 6 months to the newcomers along with a 
development plan of their digital marketing 
services.

Eligible companies must be registered in SG, with a 
min 30% local shareholding, with less than S$100M 
pa or less than 200 employees

Examples of subsidies



Singapore gives cash to support its citizen
Social Budget Help

- Since April 6th, all Singaporeans over 21 
receives between $300 and $600 sgd of 
cash payout from the government, as 
apart of a $1.6M support package

- Seniors and families receives additional 
benefits

- Retailers however think it will not be 
enough to increase sales, as the cash is 
more likely to saved than spent

- It brings stimulus package to a total of 
$59.B, or 12% of the GDP (compared to 
5% for France and 11% in the US)



The government encourages Wet Markets live-streaming
#StayHealthyGoDigital Initiative

The Infocom Media Development Authority 
(IMDA) supports The Tekka Market (a 40 
year-old wet market) via a specific 
Facebook group to : 

- Cope with a 30% drop in revenue
- Target a different audience
- Help the stallers embrace the 

digital as a solution to the epidemic



How are retailers adapting to 
new measures ?

2.
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January Feb 07 Mar 24 April 07 May 05 May 12

No Closure
Isolation of 
travellers from 
Wuhan

DORSCON
-Businesses 
remain open and 
large gathering 
(>250) 
postponed or 
cancelled 
- Beginning of 
Health Check 
measures

INCREASED 
MEASURES
-Safe distancing 
measures 
become more 
important and 
F&B outlets 
must respect 
health checks 
and markers
-Closure of all 
entertainment 
places and bars 
announced

CIRCUIT 
BREAKER
-Closure of all 
non-essentials 
businesses
-No more 
Dine-in

EASE OF THE CB/ GRADUAL RE-OPENING

A gradual closure of “non-essential” retail stores from March to 
April
Circuit Breaker and Pre-”Lockdown” Policies

May 19

-Opening of 
retail, 
manufacturing, 
and home-based 
food outlets
- Retail for 
laundry and pet 
supplies
- Barbers, 
hairdressers

-Return to 
Schools for 
students from 
graduating 
cohorts and 
technical 
schools

-Traditional 
medicines 
acupuncture 
services and 
retail
-Condo common 
areas re-open

Source : CNA
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Jun 02 July ? ?

STEP 1: SAFE 
OPENING
- More 
businesses will 
open 
- Healthcare 
services will 
operate
- Families’ visits 
are authorized

STEP 2 : SAFE 
TRANSITION
- Re-opening of 
retail and F&B (to 
be confirmed)
- Small 
gatherings 
allowed (To be 
confirmed)

STEP 3 : SAFE 
NATION
“New Normal”

Source : CNA

A gradual closure of “non-essential” retail stores from March to 
April
Circuit Breaker and Pre-”Lockdown” Policies



30Social Distancing No Rush PolicyHealth Measures Gradual 
Re-OpeningContact tracing

Temperature 
checks, 

disinfection of 
public places, 

health background 
checks etc..

Measures of social 
distancing will 
remain with 

human, robots and 
stickers for 
surveillance

Encouraging the 
TraceTogether app 
and SafeEntry the 

self-check-in 
system

Citizens should not 
expect an 

all-at-once back to 
normal. Policies 

will prevent a rush 
effect to activities.

Businesses will 
re-open gradually 

from the most 
essentials ones to 
monitor any spikes 

in cases

Security measures maintained while the government establishes 
the best strategy for the post circuit breaker (Jun 1st)
Post- Circuit Breaker Policies



a. An immediate 
implementation of the 
“physical” measures



Retailers instate basket limits to slow down the effects of panic 
buying

Categories of sales increases : 
- 10 x more on food staples
- 5 xmore on paper products 
- 6 x more on personal care and cleaning 

supplies

Regulations to limit purchases were set  on poultry, 
vegetables, rice, noodles, cans and paper products

Cold Storage supermarket limits

Abandoned baskets due to long waiting lines

Limits on purchases



NTUC FairPrice : Zoom on measures taken in-store

Marks on the floor to maintain 
social distancing

IDs scanning for contact tracingCommunication of their  new measures via social 
media

Example of transformation in supermarket



NTUC FairPrice : Zoom on measures taken in-store

Staff and cashiers protection
A purchase limit set on canned goods, 
cooking oil, paper products and poultry

Temperature Checks (>38º is denied entry)
A new range of advertised products (DIY)



NTUC FairPrice increases its online delivery capacity by 30%

- Increase of the online capacity (25% more 
delivery slots)

- Maintain the same prices online as in 
brick-and mortars stores

- SGD$3.99 delivery fee (that was waived in 
March but reinstated in April) to match a 
donation of SGD $500,000 to local food 
organizations

- Invested by hiring and training 150 new 
employees for picking and packing

Screenshot of Fair Price Online 
store



NTUC FairPrice launches “store-on-wheels” pilot program to bring 
essential groceries closer to the elderly

Vans selling essential goods and distance 
maintained between customers with plots

- Since April 23rd, the vans stop at the 5 locations with 
30% of over 60 years-old seniors living in HDB

- Since April 21st, in 5 communities, consumers can 
reserve groceries via whatsapp and pick-up/pay their 
orders at nearby Esso gas stations on the same day 

- Both services are restrained to essentials and keep the 
usual purchase limits

Fair Price Express and Cheers set-up 
whatsapp pre-order and delivery



The booming demand for e-commerce deters customers to order
Coping with increased online orders

- The online grocery retailer Redmart 
received 300% more orders per weeks

- Over a 1,000 taxi drivers 
(Comfortdelgro) help Redmart deliver 
groceries since mid-April

- Customers tend to give up on their 
online orders as finding a delivery slot is 
almost impossible 



The singaporean dining-out culture : a challenge for the covid-19
Circuit Breaker and Post Lockdown Policies

Source : National Environnment Agency

- 85% of singaporeans were eating out 
at least once a week in 2019

- 1 in 4 respondents were eating out 
daily in 2018 (with 55% doing it on a 
weekly basis)

- In 2018, 44% of singaporeans had 
purchased take-away meals compared 
to an average 33% worldwide

Plastic covers to prevent dine-in



Restaurants responses to the new measures
Circuit Breaker and Post Lockdown Policies

Social Distancing for ordering Social Distancing for dine-in

Despite the number of delivery platforms, singaporeans still go out and order their food for take-away during the Circuit Breaker : it is 
for some individuals more convenient, cheaper, an opportunity to go out, as well as the difficulty to change an old habit.



b. Strategies : 
From Wet Markets to 

online bazaars 



Zoom on Tekka Online Market Livestream
UX of Facebook Live

Live chat during the stream A merchant shows a fruit basket The merchant shows the list of 
the bidders

- Each vendor is given a 
1-hour slot to sell its 
product

- 28,000 viewers joined 
the event

- A same-day delivery 
free for >$20 spending



Zoom on Tekka Online Market Livestream
UX of Facebook Live

A butcher livestreams during the Tekka 
Market Online event

- Similar to a live auction consumers 
secure their products by commenting 
on a first-come first-served basis

- Consumers have access to the 
program planning in advance

- Advertised via social medias and 
news as “easy to join”, “fun” and 
“entertaining”

- Consumers use Pay Now to pay their 
purchases



The new B.Halal Platform brings the Ramadan Bazaar online
The launch of a new halal market place amid the outbreak

The platform launched in April just before the Bazaar with an app 
for merchants to easily and fastly sell halal products at low costs. 
The livestream features top celebrities of the community for 
concerts, as well as talks and sales. 

Merchants who had prepared for the Ramadan Bazaar 
will use the online app as a solution to sell their 
investment ($70,000 in the case of a 50 year-old 
singaporean seller)



c. Strategies : 
Brands adapt their 

communication



- Mahota Commune is a multi-concept store with a 
farm-to-table concept. 

- The brand directs consumers with the ideal baskets 
during the pandemic and shares more recipes as 
people tend to cook more at home

- Evolution of the transformation :
- April 17: video DIY your mask at home
- April 24: free lunchbox to avoid disposable 

containers because of the lockdown
- April 30: now on GrabFood

Mahota Commune adapts its online communication strategy
Covid-19 Social Media Strategy



Mahota Commune advertises its sanitary measures to raise 
shoppers’ confidence

- Daily Temperature Taking
- Health Declaration Records
- Complying with Leave of 

Absence (LOA) and 
Stay-Home Notice (SHN)

- Implementation of Social Distancing Markers
- Complimentary Provision of Hand Sanitisers
- Regular Disinfecting & Cleaning of Common Areas
- Periodic Sanitisation of Common Physical Touch Points



Increased brand image by engaging in social actions and 
donations

The e-retailer Zalora opened a donation channel on its platform 
in partnership with the Singapore Red Cross. e-donations are 
used to support seniors and the purchase of essentials kits for 
volunteering staff

The fashion retailer Pomelo launched the initiative Pomelo Care 
which sew and sell fabric masks to reverse 100% of the profits 
to charities (Red Cross Society) in Singapore and Thailand.



d. Strategies : From food 
delivery platforms to 

D2C



A petition to waive the delivering platform fees and encourage 
direct orders 
Restaurants/Bars Retailer

Many restaurants have been forced to join delivery 
apps such as Deliveroo, Grab and FoodPanda 
after the lockdown. 

More than 2,500 restaurants and customers 
petition for platforms to lower commissions, 
which are currently around 30%-35%, and have 
reached 50% in some instances. The campaign 
shows that on a $25 meal, they give $6.25 to 
delivery partners and make $0.50 profit. 

Some restaurants which signed the petition have 
stopped using the delivery platforms and made 
D2C arrangements.



An online “rescue group” to waive the delivering platform fees and 
encourage direct orders 
Restaurants/Bars Retailer

- The facebook group promotes 
restaurants doing their own delivery 
services by raising awareness through 
a social community.

- Created 1 month ago it already gathers 
77,0000 members with 30 posts a day



Restaurants/Bars Retailer

An interesting initiative has been set up by 
the restaurant The Refinery, which has set 
up a website to order from various 
restaurants from the same 
neighbourhood and pay only one 
delivery fee. It uses freelance drivers to 
make the delivery. 

Restaurants from the same neighbourhood collaborate to 
decrease delivery fees



e. From F&B 
to 

Virtual Experiences



A virtual **Michelin Dinner experience with a “take- away” of all the 
restaurants elements 

- A delivery platform created just 
before the circuit breaker

- Customers make reservations in 
advance.

- Direct home delivery by the servers 
in uniform. Deliveries come with a 
personal note (from a staff or the 
chef)

- Dishes served in a bento box that will 
be collected after so the client does 
not do the dishes

A one-to-one client relationship



Potato Head Singapore : from food to live meditation and music 
sessions to encourage online orders
Virtual customer experience for brand loyalty

Mother day’s dinner package to orders Development of new take-away cocktails Live meditation sessions & Live DJs



f. Strategies : 
Product and Service 

Innovations



Atlas Singapore innovates with the delivery of bottled cocktails 
Example of innovation

- Ready to mix cocktails kits for 
delivery

- Online recipes to keep the clients 
entertain

- The bar noticed most orders are 
delivered as gifts for somebody 
else

- The use of social media to stay 
connected with consumers



MotherCare : Transposes a customised in-store experience online
Example of transformation

- Mothercare is a retailer specialised in 
products for expectant mothers. 

- With the Circuit breaker, revenue went 70% 
down while online sales rose 4 x more 
than in 2019

- They launched a digital nursery assistance 
service to provide consultations and specific 
product recommendations

- Orders are 3 times more important than 
usual in-store purchases

- The staff from the 11 stores were gathered to 
cope with the surge of online demand



Conclusion
4.



Key learnings from Singapore’s retail solutions to the circuit breaker
Conclusion

The importance of transitioning to a D2C online strategy to avoid dependency 
on platforms 

The use of social media and video (Live streaming on Facebook, for example) 
to recreate the customer experience or to create new experiences in line with 
your brand values will re-inforce customer relationships (live events, special 
notes at delivery…) 

A good communication strategy on the measures taken in-store for the safety of 
the clients and employees, for example by operating contact tracing, and on 
how the company helps at its level will build trust among the consumers when 
visiting the store 

A specific strategy adapted to the elderly  


